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Abstract

This paper presents a novel integrated background
model for video surveillance. Our model uses a primal
sketch representation for image appearance and 3D scene
geometry to capture the ground plane and major surfaces
in the scene. The primal sketch model divides the back-
ground image into three types of regions — flat, sketchable
and textured. The three types of regions are modeled re-
spectively by mixture of Gaussians, image primitives and
LBP histograms. We calibrate the camera and recover im-
portant planes such as ground, horizontal surfaces, walls,
stairs in the 3D scene, and use geometric information to
predict the sizes and locations of foreground blobs to fur-
ther reduce false alarms. Compared with the state-of-the-
art background modeling methods, our approach is more ef-
fective, especially for indoor scenes where shadows, high-
lights and reflections of moving objects and camera expo-
sure adjusting usually cause problems. Experiment results
demonstrate that our approach improves the performance
of background/foreground separation at pixel level, and the
integrated video surveillance system at the object and tra-
jectory level.

1. Introduction

Background modeling is a very important component in

video surveillance[27] and remains a bottleneck for sys-

tem performance, especially for indoor scenes, where shad-

ows, highlights and reflections of moving objects on mar-

ble ground and glasses and camera gain adjusting can cause

problems[4, 6, 11]. Recent years the literature on back-

ground modeling can be roughly classified into two cate-

gories, pixel based and block based model.

Pixel based models include raw pixel based and color

space transformation based methods. A probability dis-

tribution is used to model intensity or color space trans-

formed pixel. The distribution may be Gaussian, Mixture

of Gaussians or non-parametric model. Single Gaussian

distribution was used in [24] to model each pixel in video

sequence. The mean and variance are calculated either by

standard maximum likelihood offline estimation or updated

recursively by using a simple adaptive filter. The single

Gaussian cannot tolerate repetitive motions like trees, wa-

ter, camera vibration, rain and snow, etc. By using more

than one Gaussian distribution per pixel, it improves the

performance of backgrounds. Friedman and Russell [3] in-

troduced the mixture of Gaussians approach for a traffic

surveillance application. Stauffer and Grimson [19] used

an online K-means approximation to update the parame-

ters of the mixture model, which becomes one of the most

commonly used approaches and have been improved or ex-

tended by many authors[13, 28]. To allow complex distribu-

tion of each background pixel, many researchers proposed

to use non-parametric models, for example, nonparamet-

ric kernel density estimation [1] and quantization/clustering

technique [14].

Block based models mainly include features in inde-

pendent or slightly overlapped blocks, e.g., block-wised

edge histogram [17], combination of edge and intensity

information[10, 12]. Heikkilä and Pietikäinen [6] proposed

an approach that uses the local binary pattern (LBP) opera-

tors to capture background statistics. LBP operator can tol-

erate illumination changes and has shown excellent perfor-

mance in many applications. Compared with previous ap-

proaches, this approach has many advantages and improve-

ments, but it is relatively computation demanding. LBP was

also used by Helmut and Horst[7] together with other two

types of features, Haar-like features and HOG and com-

bined into an on-line feature selection framework, called

On-line Boosting.

Besides modeling the image intensity, there are some

other methods considering information other than pixel or

block, e.g., inter-frame optical flow [23], segmentation [12]

and high level feedback [20].

Researchers in computer and human vision both real-

ized that context provides rich information about an object’s



identity, location and size. In fact, the structure of many

surveillance scenes is governed by strong configurational

priors[21]. Therefore, detecting object in 3D geometry con-

text becomes a hot topic in recent literature. Hoiem et al [8]

provided a framework for modeling the interdependence of

objects, surface orientations, and camera viewpoint by plac-

ing local object detection in the context of the overall 3D

scene. They used probabilistic object hypotheses to refine

geometry and vice-versa. Besides, many authors proposed

methods to estimate rough context information from low

level features, e.g., rough surface orientation estimation [9],

typical 3D scene geometries classification [18], and abso-

lute depth estimation by structure recognition [22], etc.

In this paper, we use primal sketch for 2D image appear-

ance modeling and scene geometry for 3D context. The pri-

mal sketch model divides the background into three types

of regions — flat, sketchable and textured, according to a

primal sketch representation. The three types of regions are

modeled respectively by Mixture of Gaissuans, image prim-

itives and LBP histograms. Additionally, we calibrate the

camera and recover the major 3D surfaces, such as walls,

of the scene, and use the geometry information to further

predict blob sizes at different locations and reduce false

alarms. Compared with the state-of-the-art background

model, our approach has the following contributions: 1)

We use a model integrating three types of models, each of

which needs different amount of computation resources and

targets different areas. 2) To our best knowledge, our work

is the first to introduce 3D geometric context to improve

background/foreground separation.

2. Primal Sketch for Image Appearance

2.1. Information Scaling and Primal Sketch

Objects and image structures can appear at a wide range

of distances or scales, and the same structure appearing at

different distances or scales produces different images with

different statistical properties. Wu et al [25] showed that

the entropy rate of the image data and the perceptual un-

certainty changes over the viewing distance (as well as the

camera resolution). They called these changes information

scaling. Information scaling triggers transitions of statisti-

cal models as Fig. 1 illustrated. Based on the information

scaling principle, they proposed a full-zoom primal sketch

model[5] that integrates both sparse coding and Markov

random fields. In this model, local image intensity patterns

are classified into ”sketchable regime” and ”non-sketchable

regime” by a sketchability criterion.

According to the above analysis, image patches with dif-

ferent scale have different properties. The original work of

Wu et al[25] decomposed the image lattice into 2 two parts.

But we prefer to dividing it into 3 parts. The cartoon region

is mainly composed of bars, edges, L-junction and other

scale 0, cartoon scale 3, texture scale 6, flat

Figure 1. Images of simulated ivy wall taken at 8 scales, each scale

is obtained by 2 × 2 pixel average of the previous scale, three of

them are shown. (a) At scale 0, the image consists of a number

of large squares of uniform intensity and can be deterministically

represented by a relatively small number of local geometric shapes

such as edges, corners, etc. (b) At scale 3, the effective represen-

tation has to be some sort of simple histograms coding the image

intensities statistically. (c) At scale 6, the image is approaching

the flat area and can be best described by a single Gaussian.

Scene #1

(a) Background Image (b) Partitioned Background

Figure 2. Background image and primal sketch partition. (a) The

background images of two running examples. (b) The primal

sketch partition of the image. Flat region are shown in black,

sketchable in white and textured in red. Top row, scene #1; bottom

row, scene #2.

primitives. The textured region can be best represented by

texture descriptors such as LBP[6]. The flat region can be

best represented by the region color. Fig. 2 shows an indoor

scene as well as partitions of it divided image by primal

sketch. For efficiency consideration, we used a reduced set

of primitives instead of the full collection, which are shown

in Fig 3.

Figure 3. Some image primitives for sketchable areas. Image prim-

itives are composed of +1’s and −1’s and allowed to rotate in 8
directions.

Let Λ be the area of image I , we divide it into 3 parts

Λ = Λfl∪Λsk∪Λtxt where Λfl, Λsk and Λtxt are lattices oc-

cupied by flat, sketchable and textured regions respectively.

Each region is further decomposed into primitive patches



Ssk, textured patches Stxt and flat patches Sfl. We solve

all the patches S = (Sfl, Ssk, Stxt) from background im-

age I by maximizing the following posterior probability [5]

p(S|I) = p(Ssk|I)p(Sfl|Ssk, I)p(Stxt|Ssk, I).

2.2. The Sketch Algorithm

To achieve real-time performance, we simplify the orig-

inal sketching algorithm[5]. Our algorithm consists of two

steps, initialization and refinement. For initialization, we

first apply canny edge detection and edge linking to place

primitives such as step edges, bars and junctions, then we

get an initial sketchable part. After that we divide the re-

maining part of the lattice into flat region and textured re-

gion by a criterion of intensity variance, if the variance is

above a threshold, the patch is textured, otherwise, it is flat.

This is a pursuit process, we find the textured patch one by

one with variance drop down to a threshold. During the

initialization, the primitives with relatively low edge inten-

sity, the flat patches with relatively high variance and the

textured patches with relatively low variance are marked as

borderline patches. The borderline patches in initial solu-

tion are refined by maximize posterior probability, p(S|I)
[5] to enforce local smoothness in the partition.

2.3. Probability Model of Background

(a) (b)

Figure 4. Histogram of primitive responses in sketchable region

Λsk for background and foreground. The foreground distribution

shown in dark approximately follows uniform distribution and the

background distribution approximately follows Laplacian distribu-

tion.

We further decomposed the sketchable areas into prim-

itive patches Λsk =
⋃Ksk

i Λsk,i, where each patch Λsk,i at

position �x and time t is represented by a primitive B�x.To

tolerate the disturbance of camera jitter, we allow the prim-

itve to shift in 2 pixels, i.e., we gather the response with

largest background probability in a 10 × 10 patch as effec-

tive response. The response of a primitive at location �x and

time t is

r�x,t = max
�x′∈∂�x

B�x′ ∗ It. (1)

where ∂�x denote the neighborhood of �x.

In Fig. 4, we randomly select one patch on sketchable

region from scene in Fig. 2 and plot the histograms of model

responses r�x,t on foreground and background. From the

histogram, one can see that the background distribution is

more peak than Gaussian and can be roughly approximated

by Laplacian distribution. Therefore, for sketchable region,

we model the responses as a Laplacian distribution.

p(r) =
1
2b

exp
{
−|r − μ|

b

}
(2)

where μ and b are two model parameters. The initial param-

eters are estimated from the first N images of the sequence

μ̂ =
1
N

∑
i

ri, b̂ =
1
N

∑
i

|ri − μ̂|. (3)

where N is the number of samples and ri the i-th sam-

ple. After initialization, we update the parameters frame

by frame, and the on-line updating rules are

μ̂t+1 = (1− α)μ̂t + αrt+1 (4)

b̂t+1 = (1− α)b̂t + α|rt+1 − μ̂t+1|. (5)

where α is the updating ratio and rt the response of the

primitive at frame t.
For flat region, the intensity follows Mixtures of Gaus-

sian (GMM) distribution, and the model parameters are es-

timated as GMM standard. GMM can also be substituted

by some shadow suppress variants [13].

For textured region, a modified LBP is used to reduce

the computation. For each pixel in textured region, a LBP

descriptor is the histogram of several LBP operators over

a neighborhood. LBP operator v(�x) is defined as a binary

vector of vi(�x) = sign [I(Δ�xi + �x)− I(�x)], where Δ�xi

is the offset of the i-th neighbor pixel. And the LBP de-

scriptor h is defined as the histogram of v over a neighbor-

hood of �x, for the j-th bin, hj(x) =
∑

�x′∈∂�x δ [v(�x′) = j] .
The similarity between two histogram h and h′ is defined

as d(h, h′) =
∑

i min(hi, h
′
i). During the modeling, a run-

ning mean and running variance of the model is maintained.

The mean mt is updated as mt = (1 − αm)mt−1 + αmht

where ht is the current histogram and αm is the updat-

ing rate. Variance σt is maintained like σt = (1 −
ασ)σt−1 + ασd(ht, mt). where ασ is the updating rate of

variance. Our final decision is made by applying threshold

on d(ht, mt)/σt, which is a simplified verion of the origi-

nal.

3. 3D Scene Geometric Context
In this paper, geometric context refers to two aspects, 1)

camera calibration and ground plane estimation, 2) 3D es-

timation of major surfaces in the scene. As mentioned in

Section 1, previous work mostly gave a rough estimation

of the camera geometry and the scene, e.g., Hoiem et al

[8] assumes that camera tilt angle is under 15 degree and



the rotation angle is zero, but in surveillance scenario, this

does not always hold. Instead, we designed an interactive

system for camera parameter estimation and important sur-

face annotation, which calculates camera parameter matrix

and surface locations in 3D space. Though the results are

not as accurate as cube calibration and direct measuring of

surfaces, it is quite convenient and accurate enough for pre-

dicting object scale and location in the scene.

Figure 5. Calibration and surface projection. (a) the calibration

interface, user drags the vertical structure, horizontal structures to

revise the camera parameters. (b) Surface annotation. (c) Surface

projection, from top view, invisible regions are shown in gray.

Our interactive calibration system use the calibration al-

gorithm proposed in [15, 16], with revision to allow user

to interactively modifying the parameters by dragging hori-

zon line, vertical line, vanishing point etc (see Fig. 5 (a)).

With the interaction, we can ensure that the parameters are

obtained as accurate as possible and avoid the problems

caused by computational stability such as overflow failure.

After the calibration, the user is requested to annotate the

important surfaces in the scene which can be automated in

future work(see Fig. 5 (b)). Because the homography be-

tween parallel plane and the image plane is also known, we

can easily determine the location of all the major surfaces

in 3D space (see Fig. 5 (c)).

In surveillance applications, there are typically four

types of interested targets – human, vehicle, bicycle, and

baggage. For each type of targets, we have very strong prior

about their physical sizes and possible positions. For exam-

ple, an adult pedestrian cannot present above the ground

in a substantial time period, without help of other support

surfaces. With calibration and ground assumption, we can

estimate the expected physical size of each foreground blob

in the image. To make the blob size well defined in the im-

age plane, we model each type of object with a cuboid and

make the following assumptions:

Human can touch the ground, parallel and stair surface

with each side, but can only touch vertical surface with front

or left side. Vehicle and bicyle can touch the ground, paral-

lel and stair surface with bottom side.

Under the above assumptions, with prior dimension of

each type of targets, positions of surfaces and calibration

information given, we can easily infer the possible blob

size and orientation at each image pixel by projecting the

cuboids attached to the surface to the image plane and count

the area of the convex hull. For pedestrians, the size thresh-

old is selected as 1m × 0.2m to ensure low miss rate and

allow other postures. Though it may not be compatible with

some extreme postures, it nearly misses no object in the ex-

periments. Fig. 6 gives an illustration of the location-scale

constraints. For example, we can predict the size of vertical

human as following. Let B and C be the head and feet of

the human in image, A be the intersection of human and the

horizon in the image plane, D be the intersection of human

and the baseline of the wall, and VY be the vertical vanish-

ing point. Besides, let h denote the human height and Hc

the camera height (See Fig. 6). If wall is not present, the

human height BC is constrained by the following equation

(Fig. 6 (c), simply following the cross ratio theorem)

BC

BA
/
VY C

VY A
=

h

h−Hc
(6)

On the other hand, if a wall is present in the middle, a real

person will not be occluded by the wall, but might be climb-

ing the wall, then the equation becomes (Fig. 6 (d), simply

applying the cross ratio theorem twice)

BC

BA
/
VY C

VY A
=

h

h−Hf
(7)

AD

AC
/
VY D

VY C
=

Hc

Hf
(8)

where Hf is the camera height calculated from feet of the

human and can be eliminated from above equations.

In implementation, the minimal size of blob at each lo-

cation and each orientation can be computed and stored at

initialization stage (as shown in Fig. 6), so nearly no burden

is added for on-line tracking.

4. Implementation
During the initialization, we average the first several

frames to obtain a background image. Then we apply pri-

mal sketch algorithm on it to get three types of regions and

estimate parameters of each patch according to Section 2.

Additionally, the minimal blob size at each location for each

orientation is computed according to previous section and

stored for further use.

For each type of region, we use the corresponding cri-

terion for judgement of foreground. After the patch level

processing, the size constraints are applied to remove blobs

whose size are below the minimal acceptable size at the lo-

cation.

To allow long staying objects turn into background and

allow background objects move away, we update the primal

sketch model periodically. The parameters of LBP are up-

dated according to [6], the GMM parameters are updated
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Figure 6. Blob scale constraints imposed by surfaces and calibration. (a) If only ground plane is present, the size constraints can be easily

estimated by homography between imaging plane and ground plane. (b) If vertical surfaces present, using only ground plane and imaging

plane homograph will result in seeing object behind the wall, which should be removed as false alarm. (c) Predicted blobs without vertical

surface, BC is a pedestrian blob corresponds to BC in (a). (d) On vertical plane, homograph between vertical plane and imaging plane

is used to suppress false alarms. Blob BC is a pedestrian corresponds to BC in (a). The expected pedestrians in the wall area are larger

within the rectangular window in (d).

(a) Original image (b) GMM (c) GMM+Primitive (d) GMM+Primitive+LBP (e) GMM+Primitve+LBP+3D

Figure 7. Comparison of mask generated by different combinations. (a) Original image, (b) Pure GMM produces lots of false alarms, (c)

GMM+Primitive, the false alarms in the sketchable region are removed by primitives, (d) GMM+Primitive+LBP, the false alarms in the

textured region are removed by LBP, (e) GMM+Primitve+LBP+3D, the remain difficult false alarms are further suppressed by 3D location

and size constraints.

in the standard way, and the primitves’ parameters are up-

dated according to Equation 5. Besides, we also change the

overall configuration of the primal sketch, i.e., re-align each

types of patches. To reduce computation, the configuration

is updated every 1 minute, not per frame. The updating

method is as following: We maintain a long-term running

mean of the sequence, m̄t+1 = (1 − β)m̄t + βIt,, where

It is the image at time t, β is the updating rate. Besides,

we maintain another pool of recent frames {Ij}, each one

in which is extracted from each second in recent 1 minute.

Using the recent pool and running mean as an image col-

lection, we can run primal sketch just like initialization,

with only difference that the running mean is more impor-

tant than each single frame in recent pool and thus receives

a weight. To avoid the time-consuming edge linking, we

initialize current configuration by recent configuration with

changed patch revision. The changed patches are detected

by input Imean,t to previous model. During the refinement,

we only use changed patches and their neighbors as pro-

posal, which can highly reduce computation.

We have developed a surveillance system based on the

proposed background modeling method. In the system, the

background model is followed by a foreground segmenta-

tion module and tracking module. Further details cannot be



covered in this paper.

5. Experiments
We use the four scenes of PETS 2006 ([2]) and two

scenes of LHI data set[26] (see Fig. 8). PET2006 has 7

sequences for each scene. We use one of them for each

scene. The sequences of PETS 2006 are classified into 5
subjective difficulty levels for left-luggage detection. For

background modeling, we believe their difficulties are sim-

ilar, so we choose the sequences with the highest subjective

difficulties for our test.

5.1. Pixel level validation

To validate the effectiveness of the three types of image

models on the corresponding regions, we gather some of the

foreground masks generated by different algorithms (shown

in Fig. 7). From the foreground, one can see that when

camera adjusting the gain, or heavy reflection and shadow

present, Mixture of Gaussians (GMM) produces many false

alarms. After we add primitives at sketchable areas, most

of the false alarms in sketchable areas are removed, though

there are meanwhile a few missing patches, which can be

easily compensated by tracking. After we add LBP at tex-

tured areas, more false alarms are removed. If 3D infor-

mation is further introduced, nearly all false alarms are re-

moved.

To show the pixel level performance of the model in

quantity, we give the ROCs of the foreground detection re-

sults of each type of model. We compare GMM and the

proposed method on sketchable area Λsk and textured area

Λtxt separately. We simplify the cross comparisons of dif-

ferent models on different type of regions, because of the

following reasons: 1) Heikkilä and Pietikäinen [6] et al ad-

mitted that LBP may not work well on flat area, 2) we re-

alized that LBP and primitive are similar for edge area, but

primitive can be computed much faster, 3) it is obvious that

primitives will work poor on textured area.

The results are shown in Fig. 9. From the comparison of

GMM and primitives on sketchable region, one can see that

at given hit rate, say 0.8, primitives can reduce false alarm in

great magnitude. From the comparison of GMM and LBP

on textured region, one can see that LBP outperforms GMM

more than primitives on sketchable, but the absolutely num-

ber is less than primitives, because areas of textured region

are relatively small and less objects presented there.

5.2. Blob level comparison

In the surveillance system, the foreground masks are

usually passed to subsequent modules in terms of blobs.

The subsequent modules split, merge or discard blobs. So

the performance counted in blobs is one of the most im-

portant measures for background modeling. We compare

the numbers of false alarm blobs and hit blobs of our al-

gorithm and GMM, optionally using 3D location and size

constraints. False alarms is defined as a detected foreground

blob not covering any of the true foreground blob or there

intersection below 70% of the detected area. True positive

is defined as 70% area of a ground truth blob covered by

detected foreground blob. Experiments are conducted on 6
scenes, besides the 2 running examples, others are shown in

Fig. 8. The results are shown in Fig. 10. Results show that

our algorithm outperforms GMM and 3D provide very use-

ful information for false alarm supression. In Fig. 10 (a),

(c), (d) and (f), the proposed method outmatched GMM in

large magnitue, just because the scenes are more structural.

In Fig. 10 (e), all algorithms are similar, because the scene

is quite crowded. In crowded area, objects occupy longer

than foreground, while for other regions, relatively less ob-

jects appear. In Fig. 10 (a) and (f), walls occupied large area

and many shadows are there, so 3D helps to emerge large

improvement there.

5.3. Trajectory level performance evaluation

Because in a surveillance system, tracking and recog-

nition algorithms can further suppress false positives and

negatives, we integrate three of the combination into our

surveillance system - IntMon, to test the overall perfor-

mance. For the surveillance system, we evaluate the perfor-

mance of detection and tracking. The false alarm is defined

as a reported trajectory in which 20% frames are false alarm

blobs or 20% frames are not in correct correspondences.

The true positive is defined as a ground truth tracjectory in

which 80% frames are covered by a reported trajectory. Re-

sults (Fig. 11) show that the proposed method improves the

system in term of FN+FP in all selected experiments. The

improvements lie in three levels. 1) For Scene #2 and #6,

the improvements are very remarkable, which agrees with

blob level results. 2) Scene #1, #3 and #4 have improve-

ments in certain degree, because tracking algorithms can

further remove false alarms, the improvements may not as

obvious as blob level. 3) The proposed method obtains mi-

nor improvement on Scene #5, which agrees with blob level

results.

6. Conclusion

We present a primal sketch model for representation of

background images. The background is divided into three

types of regions — flat, sketchable and textured region ac-

cording to a primal sketch representation. The three types of

regions are modeled respectively by Mixture of Gaussians,

image primitives and LBP histograms. For sketchable and

textured region, primitives and LBP can obtain better results

than GMM, and for flat and sketchable region, GMM and

primitives can reduce computation than LBP. Additionally,



Scene #2 Scene #3 Scene #4 Scene #5 Scene #6

Figure 8. Snaps of additional scenes in the experiments.
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Scene #1: GMM vs primitives
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(b) ROC on the sketchable area
Scene #2: GMM vs primitives
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(c) ROC on the sketchable area
Scene #3: GMM vs primitives
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Scene #1: GMM vs LBP
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Scene #2: GMM vs LBP
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Figure 9. Pixel level comparison. Because sketchable area are larger than textured, the quantitive level of the number of false alarms is

larger. Textured is more difficult for GMM, so on textured are, LBP sees large improvement.
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Figure 10. Blob level performance comparison. Horizontal axis — number of false alarm blobs, vertical axis — true positive rate.

we introduced 3D geometry context to improve background

model. We calibrate the camera and recover the 3D vertical

surfaces, such as walls, of the scene, and use the geometry

information to further reduce false alarms.

Experiments are carried out at pixel, blob and trajectory

levels. The results demonstrate that our approach improves



Figure 11. Trajectory level performance comparison, vertical bars

show total number of FN and FP. The GMM performance pro-

duces more errors than primal sketch(PS) and 3D geometric con-

text (3D).

the performance of both the background modeling compo-

nent and the integrated video surveillance system in object

detection and classification.
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